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11 Abstract
12 Acute leukemia is an aggressiveQ1 blood malignancy with low survival rates. A high expression of stem-like programs in
13 leukemias predicts poor prognosis and is assumed to act in an aberrant fashion in the phenotypically heterogeneous leukemia
14 stem cell (LSC) population. A lack of suitable genome engineering tools that can isolate LSCs based on their stemness
15 precludes their comprehensive examination and full characterization. We hypothesized that tagging endogenous stemness-
16 regulatory regions could generate a genome reporter for the putative leukemia stemness-state. Our analysis revealed that the
17 ERG + 85 enhancer region can serve as a marker for stemness-state and a fluorescent lentiviral reporter was developed that
18 can accurately recapitulate the endogenous activity. Using our novel reporter, we revealed cellular heterogeneity in several
19 leukemia cell lines and patient-derived samples. Alterations in reporter activity were associated with transcriptomic and
20 functional changes that were closely related to the hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) identity. Notably, the differentiation
21 potential was skewed towards the erythro-megakaryocytic lineage. Moreover, an ERG + 85High fraction of AML cells could
22 regenerate the original cellular heterogeneity and was enriched for LSCs. RNA-seq analysis coupled with in silico drug-
23 screen analysis identified 4HPR as an effective inhibitor of ERG + 85High leukemia growth. We propose that further
24 utilization of our novel molecular tool will identify crucial determinants of LSCs, thus providing a rationale for their
25 therapeutic targeting.Q2

26Introduction

27Acute leukemia comprises a heterogeneous group of deadly
28blood malignancies that are driven by deregulation of the
29molecular pathways controlling self-renewal and differ-
30entiation [1]. Because of the similarity in the xenograft
31assays used to identify self-renewing leukemic cells and
32their functional resemblance to normal hematopoietic stem
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33 cells (HSCs), these type of leukemic cells are termed leu-
34 kemia stem cells (LSCs) [2, 3]. Recent attempts to char-
35 acterize the gene expression profiles of acute leukemia
36 subpopulations enriched for LSC activity in the xenograft
37 assay, revealed a core stem-like gene signature shared by
38 LSCs and HSCs [4, 5]. Importantly, a high expression of
39 these stem-like programs in acute myeloid leukemia (AML)
40 and T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) patient
41 samples is predictive of a poor prognosis, faster relapse, and
42 low survival, implying that the cells in which these pro-
43 grams are active are linked to chemotherapy resistance and
44 disease renewal [4–8]. Thus, in spite of their vague mole-
45 cular definition, stemness indicators have become a crucial
46 characteristic of leukemia cells and their importance can
47 surpass genetic, epigenetic, and signaling diversity of leu-
48 kemia samples. Most importantly, stemness indicators of
49 LSCs can predict the therapeutic outcome [9]. In order to
50 prospectively enrich for LSCs, research over the past two
51 decades has focused on cell surface markers [10], metabo-
52 lism (ALDH activity, ROS levels [11, 12]), cell cycle
53 quiescence [13], stress response [14], and miRNA bioac-
54 tivity [15]. These and other studies revealed high inter-
55 sample and even intra-sample [16, 17] heterogeneity for
56 LSC activity in human leukemia [9]. Furthermore, they
57 emphasized the need for novel strategies to directly isolate
58 human viable LSCs on the basis of their stemness. The
59 method of probing stemness via direct measurement of the
60 transcriptional circuit outputs implicated in the control of
61 stem cell identity, may make it possible to relate the aber-
62 rant stemness properties to drug sensitivity.Q3
Q4Q5Q6
63 The regulation of stemness programs by combinatorial
64 interactions between specific transcription factors (TFs) was
65 recently demonstrated by the generation of induced plur-
66 ipotent stem cells and induced HSCs [18, 19]. Genome-
67 wide chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) in these cells,
68 combined with sequencing technologies, revealed DNA
69 binding motifs for particular cell fate-determining TFs that
70 were common to the enhancers of the central stem cell
71 regulators [20]. Super-enhancers are presumed enhancer
72 clusters with particularly high levels of enhancer activity
73 and enrichment of enhancer-associated chromatin features
74 including occupancy of master regulators, coactivators,
75 mediators, and chromatin factors. These super-enhancers
76 are usually regulatory genes that determine cell identity
77 [21]. Here, by integrated genomics and functional analysis,
78 we were able to identify a strong human HSC-specific
79 super-enhancer residing inside the ERG gene enhancer+ 85
80 (ERG+ 85) and leverage its activity to analyze the degree
81 of stemness in normal and leukemic hematopoietic cells
82 both in vitro and in vivo. The ERG transcription factor is
83 key to HSC generation and maintenance [19, 22, 23]. In
84 addition, specific gene sets in HSCs and LSCs contain ERG

85[4]. ERG is overexpressed in many types of hematological
86malignancies and its high expression predicts poor survival
87in cytogenetically normal AML and T-ALL cases [24, 25].
88Of note, the same ERG+ 85 region was identified as an
89ERG-related enhancer and its H3K9/14ac chromatin acti-
90vation marks were characterized in normal CD34+ and
91bulk AML cells [26, 27]. Here we describe the development
92of a lentiviral reporter system in which tagBFP expression is
93driven by ERG+ 85, and outline a strategy for its use in the
94functional, molecular, and pharmacological assessment of
95stemness. Our integrated analysis of this reporter activity
96in vitro and in vivo, combined with the dissection of the
97associated expression signature and pharmacogenomics
98constitute a novel approach to stratify leukemia patients for
99personalized therapy.

100Materials and methods

101Detailed information on the Materials and methods is pro-
102vided in the Supplementary information.

103Results

104Identification of “stemness”-associated enhancers
105and characterization of ERG enhancer activity in
106human leukemia

107Cellular identity and its associated cellular characteristics
108such as stemness can be described by a defined set of active
109enhancers [21]. In order to identify genomic “stemness”
110regulatory regions that can be utilized as a reporter for the
111putative leukemia stemness state, we surveyed the FAN-
112TOM5 enhancer atlas, which contains information about the
113active enhancers in a variety of cell types, including self-
114renewing and differentiated blood cells [28]. First, we
115devised a stemness score that ranks active histone 3 lysine
11627 acetylated (H3K27ac) regions in primitive human
117hematopoietic cells (defined as CD34+CD133+CD38−)
118compared to progenitors (CD34+CD38+), and terminally
119differentiated blood cells. Our results indicated that the
120regulatory region located on chr21:39848171-39848499,
121which contains the key stem cell transcription factor ERG,
122exhibited the second highest stemness score (Fig. 1a).
123Strikingly, we discovered that the same region is char-
124acterized by a distinctive H3K27ac mark in highly purified
125human hematopoietic stem/multipotent progenitor (HSC/
126MPPs) [29], suggesting a potential super-enhancer function
127[21] in these self-renewing cells (Fig. 1b). The same region
128is also active in murine HSCs, T-cell progenitors, and T cell
129acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL), and exhibits the
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130 H3K9/14ac mark in a subset of human leukemia samples
131 [27, 30, 31]. The region is annotated and evolutionarily
132 conserved, and in the murine genome, was previously

133termed the “ERG+ 85 stem cell enhancer”. It contains
134binding motifs for multiple TFs implicated in HSC function
135and leukemogenesis (for example: SCL/TAL1, LMO2,

A novel method for detecting the cellular stemness state in normal and leukemic human hematopoietic. . .
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136 LYL1, ERG, FLI1, RUNX1, GATA2 that are collectively
137 termed heptad TFs) [30, 31]. Our analysis also revealed
138 regions with super-enhancer characteristics in the vicinity of
139 additional genes with high stemness score, e.g., CDK6 and
140 ABCC1 (Fig. 1b).
141 In order to investigate ERG+ 85 enhancer “stemness”
142 activity in human AML, we used a published ChIP-seq
143 dataset [32] to compare the intensity of H3K27ac in
144 HSPCs, normal differentiated cells, and patient-derived
145 AMLs. A wide spectrum of intensity of H2K27ac signal
146 was observed in this region, some samples resembled
147 CD14+ monocytes, while other samples exhibited levels
148 comparable to, or even higher than those of normal HSPCs
149 (Fig. 1c, Supplementary Table 1). As expected, the tran-
150 script that exhibited the highest positive correlation with
151 the intensity of the ERG enhancer H3K27ac in 66 human
152 AML samples, was found to be ERG mRNA (Fig. 1d).
153 There have been previous reports that the heptad TFs
154 interact with the ERG+ 85 enhancer in murine [30, 33–35]
155 and human HSPCs [26]. Surprisingly, in the large AML
156 dataset, we found that the expression of only selected TFs
157 (e.g., GATA2, MYB, ETV6, and RUNX1) demonstrated a
158 positive correlation with ERG+ 85 activity, while others
159 (LYL1, FLI1, LMO2, and TAL1) did not. Interestingly, we
160 did find a positive correlation between ERG+ 85 enhancer
161 activity and functionally important LSC-related genes (e.g.,
162 GPR56, MSI2) (Supplementary Figure 1A, B).

163Collectively, these results suggest that the ERG+ 85
164region has super-enhancer characteristics in human HSPCs
165and in a large subset of human AMLs. Additionally, our
166results revealed that the ERG+ 85 region has a positive
167correlation with a high expression of several stemness
168regulators.
169To test whether and how ERG+ 85 activity relates to
170previously established LSC signatures, we generated tran-
171scriptional signatures from AMLs with the highest and the
172lowest H3K27ac intensity at the ERG+ 85 locus (ERG+
17385High and ERG+ 85Low respectively) and analyzed them
174by GSEA. The results indicated a positive enrichment for
175CD133+ HSC [36], high LSC frequency [37], stemness
176score [5], and AMLs characterized by high ERG levels in
177ERG+ 85High samples [38] (Fig. 1e) as well as additional
178HSC/LSC related signatures (Supplementary Figure 1C).
179These findings verify that high endogenous ERG+ 85
180enhancer activity correlates with HSC and LSC phenotypes
181in multiple independent studies.
182A high level of expression of stem cell related signatures
183and LSC abundance in xenotransplantation assays represent
184a poor prognosis marker in human AML [4, 5]. To inves-
185tigate whether the transcriptional signature based on endo-
186genous ERG+ 85 activity also bears clinically relevant
187information, we analyzed patients’ survival data taken from
188the published AML expression data-set [38]. Most of AML
189cases that expressed a high ERG+ 85 signature (Supple-
190mentary Table 5), were of the immature FAB type and were
191characterized by a lower survival rate (Fig. 1f, g) [38]. Here
192in an independent cohort of patients whose AML samples
193were transcriptionally profiled [37, 39], we similarly
194revealed a positive association between the ERG+ 85High

195signature and immature FAB, and a poorer overall and
196event-free survival (Supplementary Figure 2A, B, C, D).
197In addition, we projected our ERG+ 85 transcriptional
198signature onto the various AML subpopulations character-
199ized for their transcriptome and functional LSC content [4,
2005, 37]. Strikingly, we found a 1.9–4.25-fold enrichment of
201LSC-containing fractions in AML subpopulations char-
202acterized by the ERG+ 85High gene set (Fig. 1h and Sup-
203plementary Figure 2E, F). In support of these results, we
204found that the majority of the reported ERG+ 85 interactors
205had an elevated level of expression in LSCs-containing vs
206LSCs-depleted fractions in functionally characterized
207human AMLs (Supplementary Figure 2G).
208In summary, our integrated bioinformatics analysis of
209our own as well as independently produced genomic data-
210sets, revealed that the human ERG+ 85 enhancer is highly
211active in normal HSPCs and in AML samples. Moreover,
212the level of this enhancer and expression signature of ERG
213+ 85High cells carry prognostic significance and strongly
214correlate with LSC function.

Fig. 1 Identification of ERG enhancer and characterization of its
clinical correlation in AML. a Stemness score was calculated by
dividing the H3K27ac signal obtained in primitive hematopoietic cells
by the signal from the same region obtained in the progenitor and
terminally differentiated cells. H3K27ac signal was extracted from
FANTOM5 project profiled enhancers. Top ten ranked regions with
their affiliated genes are shown. Red dot indicates ERG regulatory
region location. b Super-enhancer characteristics of the top ten ranked
enhancers from (a) in human HSCs defined as Lin- CD34+ CD38−

CD45RA− cells. c H3K27ac intensity of ERG+ 85 enhancer region
was extracted from different normal and AML samples. Normal
samples consist of: CD34+38−, CD34+38+, two CD34+ samples and
CD14+ monocytes. AML samples with the highest and the lowest
intensities are shown. d 56 AML samples were sorted out according to
their respected ERG enhancer H3K27ac intensity signals. Using RNA-
seq for each AML, Spearman’s correlation of each transcription factor
that can bind to ERG+ 85 enhancer was calculated. e GSEA analysis
was performed on the genes with differential expressed between ERG
+ 85High and ERG+ 85Low AML samples. Enrichment for the estab-
lished HSC/LSC signatures and ERGHigh AML patients was tested. f
AML patients from Metzler et al. [38]. were divided into ERG+ 85High

and ERG+ 85Low according to ERG+ 85 gene signature extracted
from the RNA-seq data in 1e. Fisher exact test was used. g ERG+
85High AML patients [38] are connected with more relapse events. h
AML fractions from Eppert et al. [4] were divided into ERG+ 85High

and ERG+ 85Low according to the ERG+ 85 gene signature extracted
as described in 1e. ERG+ 85High fractions were more enriched with
LSCs. Fisher exact test was used

M. Yassin et al.
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215 Development of a chromatin integrated reporter to
216 characterize ERG+ 85 enhancer activity in live cells

217 The close regulation of the ERG enhancer [26, 35], coupled
218 with our results indicating that its activity in self-renewing
219 human HSC/MPP makes it a super-enhancer, suggest that
220 the ERG+ 85 region could serve as a potential sensor for
221 cellular stemness. Thus, we hypothesized that a reporter
222 system based on the ERG enhancer could be sensitive to
223 changes in the relevant stemness regulatory circuits.
224 The lack of robust, genome-integrated reporter systems
225 suitable for the study of hard-to-transfect hematopoietic
226 cells, led us to develop a novel dual promoter lentiviral
227 reporter backbone (pMIN) that can measure the activity of
228 presumed regulatory genomic sequences. A tandem TP53-
229 binding sequence was used to optimize our reporter system
230 in a stem-like leukemia cell line TEX where ionizing
231 radiation was used to modulate p53 activity (Supplementary
232 Figure 3, Supplementary File 1). The vector (Fig. 2a),
233 comprises a tagBFP cDNA cloned downstream of the
234 transcriptionally weak minimal CMV promoter (mCMV),
235 and EGFP cDNA cloned downstream of the constitutively-
236 active, silencing resistant EF1/SV40 hybrid promoter
237 (Fig. 2a). In the absence of an additional regulatory/
238 enhancer region in the vicinity of the mCMV promoter, no
239 tagBFP fluorescence was detected in the infected (EGFP+)
240 leukemia cells (Fig. 2b). These results also ruled out non-
241 specific activation/interference of the tagBFP reporter by the
242 distant EF1/SV40 promoter. In order to determine the extent
243 to which the ERG+ 85 enhancer could increase the tagBFP
244 fluorescence, we cloned the 0.5 kb fragment [27] (Supple-
245 mentary File 1), corresponding to the ERG+ 85, upstream
246 of the minimal CMV promoter (Fig. 2a). Interestingly, in
247 accordance with its enhancer function, ERG+ 85 strongly
248 increased reporter activity in the CD34+ leukemia cell line
249 (YNH1) as measured by tagBFP fluorescence intensity. Of
250 note, again, consistent with its enhancer activity, this sti-
251 mulation of reporter activity was also observed when the
252 ERG+ 85 region was cloned in the opposite orientation
253 (ERG+ 85 AS) relative to the mCMV promoter (Fig. 2b).
254 To determine whether the ERG+ 85 reporter is active in
255 primary leukemia cells, we infected patient-derived AML
256 samples possessing varying cell surface phenotypes (CD34/
257 CD38 profiles) with the ERG+ 85-reporter. Although we
258 detected some EGFP+ cells in all tested samples, using
259 cytokine supplemented liquid cultures, only a fraction of the
260 reporter-transduced leukemia blasts exhibited ERG+ 85
261 activity revealing underlying functional and/or molecular
262 heterogeneity. Notably, co-culturing AML samples
263 (AML01, AML02, and AML03) on MS-5 bone marrow
264 stromal cells did not significantly alter the frequency of
265 ERG+ 85 positive cells (Fig. 2c, Supplementary Fig-
266 ure 4A). The surface phenotypes of the tagBFPHigh and

267tagBFPNeg cells of three additional AML samples revealed
268that the tagBFPNeg cells were uniformly CD34−CD38− in
269two samples and CD34−CD38+ in one sample. In contrast,
270tagBFP activity could be detected in multiple populations
271based on CD34 and CD38 gating (Supplementary Fig-
272ure 4B, C, D).
273In summary, the experimental tool we have developed
274can be used to characterize the “stemness”-associated fea-
275tures in human leukemia.

276ERG+ 85 reporter activity is positively correlated
277with heptad TF expression and endogenous
278enhancer activation

279We hypothesized that the ERG+ 85 reporter has the ability
280to integrate certain stemness-associated transcriptional
281programs. To probe for the presence and activity of such
282programs, we infected a wide range of human leukemia
283lines with pMIN and pMIN-ERG+ 85 reporters (Fig. 3a, b).
284The results of these experiments revealed two major pat-
285terns of ERG+ 85 reporter activity: cell lines without spe-
286cific reporter activity (defined as ERG+ 85Neg, for example
287OCI-AML3 and DND41); or cell lines that induce the ERG
288+ 85 reporter above the pMIN control (defined as ERG+
28985Pos, for example SKNO1 and LOUCY). As expected,
290CD34+ cell lines were found to be ERG+ 85Pos, an
291observation that supports an association between the ERG
292+ 85 reporter and a less mature immunophenotype [40].
293Interestingly, a number of other ERG+ 85Pos lines (e.g.,
294SKNO1 and LOUCY) were CD34−. The latter observation,
295highlights a potential dissonance between the cell surface
296phenotype and the primitive transcription regulatory net-
297works [16, 41, 42]. In order to quantitatively define the
298relationships between the expression of the known ERG+
29985 enhancer interactors and the actual reporter activity, we
300assessed the levels of ERG, TAL1, LMO2, LYL1, FLI1,
301RUNX1, and GATA2, by QRT-PCR. The results revealed
302that ERG+ 85 reporter activity is positively correlated with
303cellular ERG mRNA levels (Fig. 3c) and centralized (geo-
304metric mean) heptad TF expression in each cell line
305(Fig. 3d). Measurement of the active enhancer mark
306(H3K27ac) on the ERG+ 85 region, to test the ability of
307our reporter to predict the chromatin activation state of the
308endogenous locus counterpart, revealed that the endogenous
309ERG+ 85 enhancer possessed strong H3K27ac only in
310ERG+ 85Pos cell lines (Fig. 3e). The results of these
311experiments suggest that there is a correlation between
312ERG+ 85 reporter activity and the expression of the key
313stem cell TFs and chromatin activation of the endogenous
314ERG enhancer in leukemia cells across multiple genotypes
315and phenotypes.
316Immortalized cell lines represent a useful tool to study
317molecular mechanisms of leukemogenesis [40]. However,

A novel method for detecting the cellular stemness state in normal and leukemic human hematopoietic. . .
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318 our knowledge about the stemness components in these
319 powerful model systems and specifically their relation to the
320 LSCs in patient samples remains poor. To bridge this gap,

321we monitored the ERG+ 85 reporter activity in the various
322leukemia lines as a function of the RNA-seq data [43],
323followed by GSEA against established HSC/LSC-related

M. Yassin et al.
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324 signatures (Fig. 3f). This analysis revealed that ERG+ 85Pos

325 cell lines were enriched for gene signatures implicated in
326 normal HSC function (CD133+HSCs Up), and primary
327 AML samples displayed high ERG+ 85-H3K27ac inten-
328 sity, and high ERG mRNA levels. More strikingly, ERG+
329 85Pos and ERG+ 85Neg cell lines exhibited an opposite
330 relationship to the clinically relevant and distinct types of
331 LSCs that were defined recently [6]. Specifically, ERG+
332 85Pos cell lines resembled relapse-causing LSCs of com-
333 mitted origin, while ERG+ 85neg cell lines resembled
334 relapse-causing LSCs of primitive origin. These relation-
335 ships support the idea that the ERG+ 85 reporter has the
336 ability to predict the activity of stemness-related networks.
337 Thus, ERG+ 85 reporter activity and its distinct mode of
338 regulation in the immortalized cell lines can reveal a pos-
339 sible link to the distinct types of human AMLs with varying
340 LSC dynamics.

341 The ERG+ 85 reporter activity characterizes the
342 differentiation state of human HSPCs

343 Ex vivo manipulation and various stress signals often affect
344 the cell surface antigens, which then hinders efficient isolation
345 and characterization of human HSPCs [44]. We hypothesized
346 that, as an alternative to surface marker profiling, the high
347 levels of ERG+ 85-H3K27ac in human and murine HSPCs
348 could be exploited as an indication of the stem-like state. To
349 investigate whether our ERG+ 85 reporter could be used to
350 follow human HSPCs, human CD34+ cells infected with
351 either a control (pMIN) or ERG+ 85 reporter, were cultured
352 ex vivo with bone-marrow derived stromal cells. These con-
353 ditions promote a dramatic expansion and maturation of the
354 cells while reportedly preserving the surface phenotype and
355 functionality of the HSPCs [45]. The results revealed that the
356 tagBFPHigh sub-population contained more cells with HSPC
357 phenotype (CD34+ CD38−) than the tagBFPNeg subset
358 (18.4% vs 2.44%), even after two weeks of expansion
359 (Fig. 4a). Interestingly, we also detected a two-fold higher
360 tagBFP fluorescence in the CD34+CD45RA− subset irre-
361 spective of CD38 expression (Fig. 4b). A tighter association
362 of ERG+ 85 reporter activity with CD45RA− cells may

363suggest a lineage bias toward CMP/MEP rather than a lym-
364phoid/GMP differentiation [46, 47]. To evaluate the differ-
365entiation bias of CD34+ cells with distinct ERG+ 85 reporter
366activity, we sorted CD34+ reporter-infected cells according to
367their tagBFP fluorescence and analyzed the collected sub-
368populations in a colony forming assay, which identifies the
369different hematopoietic progenitor types. Remarkably,
370tagBFPHigh cells produced more erythroid colonies and fewer
371granulocyte colonies than their CD34+ tagBFPNeg counter-
372parts (Fig. 4c). To investigate whether the ERG+ 85 reporter
373could be used to “prospectively isolate HSCs from MPPs”,
374we performed a study in which we transduced CD34+ cells
375with pMIN and pMIN-ERG+ 85 reporters and analyzed their
376activity 48 h later in phenotypically defined subpopulations of
377HSCs (CD34+CD38−CD45RA−CD90+), MPPs (CD34
378+CD38−CD45RA−CD90−), and LMPPs (CD34+CD38
379−CD45RA+) (Supplementary Figure 5). The results showed
380that HSCs and MPPs had a similarly high ERG+ 85 tagBFP
381signal with a two-fold lower activity in LMPP.
382These functional results support the notion that a higher
383accessibility of the ERG+ 85 region is accompanied by
384elevated levels of heptad factors in CMP/MEP relative to
385GMP progenitors (Fig. 4d, Supplementary Figure 6A).
386Furthermore, we observed an enrichment for CMP and
387MEP signatures but not for GMP signature in the ERG+
38885High population as compared to ERG+ 85Low population
389(Supplementary Figure 6B). Thus, our results demonstrate
390that ERG+ 85 is a cell-state specific reporter that retains
391activity in HSPCs ex vivo and can be used to distinguish the
392differentiation state of myeloid progenitors.
393The gold standard for assessing human HSPC function is
394the long-term repopulation of immunodeficient recipients.
395This is dependent on an intact, functional CD34+ com-
396partment. In order to investigate the role of the ERG+ 85
397stemness circuit in hematopoietic repopulation, we infected
398CD34+ cells with the ERG+ 85 reporter (or a control
399vector) and transplanted them into immunodeficient mice
400(Fig. 4e). After 14 weeks, the mice were sacrificed and
401multilineage human engraftment was detected in all reci-
402pients (Fig. 4f). Interestingly, we detected an elevated
403tagBFP signal in CD34+ cells from animals transplanted
404with ERG+ 85 expressing HSPCs, while no such signal
405was detected in animals transplanted with the control vector
406(Fig. 4g). These results provide the first direct evidence of
407the ability of the ERG+ 85 reporter to trace human hema-
408topoietic cells capable of long-term in vivo repopulation.

409High ERG+ 85 reporter activity defines stem-like
410cells in human AML

411AML blasts are known for their functional heterogeneity
412with respect to their ability to initiate leukemia. This
413variability has important therapeutic consequences, mainly

Fig. 2 Developing and validation of ERG+ 85 lentiviral reporter in
leukemia lines and patient samples. a Diagrams of the pMIN and
pMIN-ERG+ 85 lentiviral vectors. b Analysis of ERG+ 85 reporter
system in YHN1 cell line infected with pMIN (left panel), ERG+ 85
sense (middle panel) and anti-sense ERG+ 85 (right panel) reporters.
Transduction efficiencies (measured as EGFP %) and tag tagBFP
fluorescence in EGFP+ (blue histograms) and EGFP- (gray histo-
grams) subsets were shown for each lentivirus. Infection was done
with the same virus amount for each vector. c Three primary AML
samples with different CD34, CD38 distribution were transduced with
ERG+ 85 reporter system and analyzed for EGFP and tagBFP fluor-
escence after 7 days. AML samples were maintained with serum-free
medium supplemented with cytokines in suspension 24-wells

A novel method for detecting the cellular stemness state in normal and leukemic human hematopoietic. . .
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414 attributed to the variable differentiation state of the blasts. In
415 order to extend our findings to a clinical setting, we
416 investigated whether the ERG+ 85 reporter could be

417utilized to characterize the functional heterogeneity of blasts
418in a patient-derived AML sample (Fig. 5a, Supplementary
419Figure 7). By infecting patient-derived AML samples with

M. Yassin et al.
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420 the ERG reporter, we discovered that the brightest ERG+
421 85 reporter signal (tagBFPHigh gate) was produced by the
422 AML blasts with the most primitive immunophenotype
423 (CD34+ CD38−) (Fig. 5a, b). As we have shown pre-
424 viously, this fraction, contains the majority of the LSCs in
425 the patient samples [15]. In order to assess the regenerative
426 capacity of blasts expressing various levels of ERG+ 85
427 reporter, we sorted tagBFPHigh, tagBFPLow and tagBFPNeg

428 subpopulations and allowed them to grow ex vivo. The
429 results showed while the ERG+ 85High sorted blasts were
430 able to regenerate and demonstrated significant proliferative
431 potential, the ERG+ 85Low and ERG+ 85Neg cells failed to
432 proliferate for more than one week (Fig. 5c). To char-
433 acterize the stability of the functionally distinct states,
434 identified by the ERG+ 85 reporter, we analyzed tagBFP
435 dynamics in sorted tagBFPHigh, tagBFPLow and tagBFPNeg

436 primary AML cells. Our results revealed that tagBFPHigh

437 cells could regenerate cells with high, intermediate, and
438 negative reporter activity. On the other hand, tagBFPNeg or
439 tagBFPLow cells did not give rise to the tagBFPHigh cells
440 (Fig. 5d). Importantly, ERG protein levels were much
441 higher in ERG+ 85High blasts than in ERG+ 85Low and
442 ERG+ 85Neg cells providing a correlation with the actual
443 ERG+ 85 reporter activity (Fig. 5e). To monitor ERG+ 85
444 reporter activity during leukemogenesis, we transplanted an
445 AML patient-derived sample (8227) infected with ERG+
446 85 reporter into immunodeficient mice (Fig. 5f). Analysis of
447 the reporter activity in the various subsets of leukemia cells
448 generated, showed that most of the immature (CD34+)

449blasts were tagBFPHigh cells, whereas most of the tagBFPNeg

450fraction were CD34− differentiated blasts.
451An in vivo study using AML sample 120791 infected
452with the ERG+ 85 reporter (Supplementary Fig. 8A) was
453conducted to examine the correlation between leukemo-
454genic potential, ERG+ 85 activity, and the phenotypic
455heterogeneity associated with leukemogenic potential. We
456revealed that both tagBFPHigh and tagBFPNeg AML cells
457could initiate local leukemic engraftment when transplanted
458intrafemorally into NSGM3 recipients (Supplementary
459Fig. 8B) with a higher blast load produced by the tagBF-
460PHigh cells (Supplementary Fig. 8C, D). Strikingly, the only
461cells able to repopulate non-injected bones and spleen,
462especially at the lower cell input dose, were tagBFPHigh

463indicating that these cells have the highest leukemogenic
464potential [48]. Thus, our novel in vivo results reveal that
465LSC properties such as migration and invasion are more
466tightly associated with high ERG+ 85 activity than with the
467ability to grow at the site of injection.
468Collectively, these various functional assays demonstrate
469that ERG+ 85High cells possess high regenerative capacity
470and the ability to reproduce the original “phenotypic” het-
471erogeneity of patient-derived AML cells. These features
472confirm the ability of our novel reporter tool to identify the
473most immature or “stem-like” cells in malignant
474hematopoiesis.

475ERG+ 85 reporter positivity as a biomarker for
4764HPR sensitivity

477Our findings described so far, suggest that the ERG+ 85
478reporter is selectively activated in certain leukemia cell
479lines. Moreover, ERG+ 85 activity is found in the most
480primitive cells in a subset of human AMLs and is linked to a
481distinct gene signature. These characteristics led us to
482explore ERG+ 85 reporter activity as a potential biomarker
483for in-silico drug discovery. For this purpose, we employed
484the next generation Connectivity Map platform (CMap
485build 02), with some modifications (Fig. 6a), to screen for
486molecules targeting leukemia cells with high ERG+ 85
487activity. Unfortunately, the majority of the studies of drug
488perturbations and their associated transcriptome responses
489have used cell lines from solid tumors and this fact, com-
490bined with the absence of well-defined cellular targets for
491the majority of tested drugs, hampers direct projections onto
492the leukemia-specific gene set. Use of the Touchstone iO
493application (CMap), which links transcriptional changes
494induced by a drug to a gene-specific knockdown can
495overcome this obstacle and increase the chances of detect-
496ing drug-pathway associations. It might be assumed that a
497high correlation between targets identified by these two
498independent transcriptional datasets would reflect a stronger
499“connectivity” between the drug and its target than the use

Fig. 3 Analysis of ERG+ 85 reporter activity in a panel of human
leukemia lines and clinical correlations obtained. a tagBFP fluores-
cence was measured in the indicated lines three days after transduction
by gating on EGFP+ cells. b tagBFP MFI ratio for each cell line was
calculated by dividing ERG+ 85 MFI by pMIN (control vector) MFI.
Each symbol stands for MFI ratio from an independent infection with
the relevant constructs. Horizontal lines represent mean for each cell
line ± SD. CD34 immunophenotype of the cell lines employed is
indicated by+ and – symbols. c Correlation of ERG+ 85 reporter
activity and ERG expression values. ERG+ 85 specific reporter
activity (measured as tagBFP MFI ratio) and ERG normalized
expression values (measured by qRT-PCR) were correlated according
to Pearson method. d) ERG+ 85 tagBFP/pMIN tagBFP ratio and
centralized heptad TFs expression are positively correlated. Expression
of ERG, GATA2, RUNX1, LMO2, LYL1, TAL1, and FLI1 genes in the
indicated lines was measured by QRT-PCR, followed by geometric
mean calculation (centralized expression) for each cell line. Pearson
correlation method was used to obtain the correlation coefficient
between the ERG+ 85 reporter activity and heptad TFs expression. e
ERG+ 85 segment ChIP-PCR enrichment in the indicated cell lines
using anti-H3K27ac antibody. Values shown were normalized to the
respective anti-IgG controls. Bars represent means+/– standard
deviation, n= 3 independent ChIP-PCR experiments. Welch’s t-test
was used. f RNA-seq data of cell lines that with established ERG+ 85
reporter activity (Fig. 3b) were extracted from CCLE database. Using
GSEA, enrichment for ERG-stemness and LSCs’ dynamic gene sets
were tested for ERG+ 85High vs. ERG+ 85Low
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500 of cell type specificity alone. In addition, this analysis
501 allowed us to establish a unique gene set for every drug in
502 the dataset, for further testing for a positive correlation
503 between ERG+ 85High vs. ERG+ 85Low cells. The gene
504 signature for each drug was obtained from a stringent
505 scoring criterion established by CMap iO (score above 90).

506GSEA revealed that 92 drugs preferentially induced tran-
507scriptional changes in genes in ERG+ 85High cell lines
508(Fig. 6a, Supplementary Table 2, FDR < 0.01, p < 0.001).
509Interestingly, the compounds we identified include drugs
510approved for treatment of blood cancer (e.g Panobinostat,
511Etoposide). Certain other drugs highlighted in our analysis
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512 have also been shown to possess anti-leukemia activity,
513 albeit solely in experimental settings (e.g., fenretinide [49],
514 emetine [50], indirubin [51], parthenolide [52]). In order to
515 experimentally validate our computer-based drug discovery
516 approach, we focused on one of our top hits - fenretinide
517 (4HPR), which is an apoptosis-inducing agent (Fig. 6b).
518 The high variance of the anti-leukemia activity of this
519 synthetic retinoid between patient samples [49] makes it a
520 good candidate for validation and establishment of sensi-
521 tivity prediction guidelines. Our validation analysis revealed
522 that ERG+ 85Pos cell lines (n= 7) were more sensitive to
523 the cytotoxic effects of 4HPR than the ERG+ 85Neg cell
524 lines (n= 6) tested (Fig. 6c). This differential sensitivity
525 was specific for 4HPR and was not seen with the related
526 retinoid ATRA (Supplementary Figure 10A). In agreement
527 with the highest ERG+ 85 reporter activity being in the
528 most primitive CD34+CD38− cells, (Fig. 5a), 4HPR treat-
529 ment eradicated this subpopulation in the AML sample
530 8227 (Fig. 6d).
531 Next, we tested for potential synergism between 4HPR
532 and ABT-199 (Bcl-2 mimetic, Venetoclax), which can be

533given to AML patients who are ineligible for intensive
534chemotherapy. Testing on additional ERG+ 85Pos aggres-
535sive AML samples, demonstrated that 4HPR decreased
536viability more than the standard of care drugs (Ara-C,
537Doxorubicin) at the equivalent IC50 concentrations. Strik-
538ingly, a combination of ABT-199 and 4HPR decreased the
539viability more than 4HPR alone, suggesting the presence of
540a synergistic effect between the two compounds (Fig. 6e).
541In order to test whether tagBFPHigh and tagBFPlow sub-
542populations have differential drug sensitivities, we treated
543the AML sample 8227 infected with the ERG+ 85 reporter
544with Ara-C, Doxorubicin, and 4-HPR. The results indicated
545that treatment with Ara-C and Doxorubicin gave rise to an
546enrichment of tagBFPHigh and a decrease in tagBFPlow cells
547(Supplementary Figure 9A, B). In contrast, 4-HPR treat-
548ment resulted in a 2-fold decline in the frequency of CD34
549+ tagBFP+ cells (Supplementary Figure 9C, D). Of note,
550we detected no significant changes in cell populations gated
551according to the CD34/CD38 markers. Interestingly, a
552similar discrepancy between cell surface markers, such as
553CD34/CD38, and chemotolerance has recently been repor-
554ted in a number of studies [53–55]
555Since our results show that the ERG+ 85 enhancer is
556preferentially active in AML subtypes that exhibit zero to
557minimal differentiation characteristics (FAB subtypes M0,
5581, 2) relative to the more differentiated subtypes (M3, 4, 5)
559(Fig. 1f), we reanalyzed the effect of 4HPR on ERG+ 85Pos

560and ERG+ 85Neg FAB subtypes from a published dataset of
561AML patients with paired 4HPR sensitivity and FAB
562classification [49]. Remarkably, ERG+ 85Pos samples (M0,
5631, 2) exhibited lower viability scores than ERG+ 85Neg

564samples (M4, 5) upon exposure to equal doses of 4HPR
565(Fig. 6f). In total, 80% of M0, 1, 2 AMLs were responsive
566to 4HPR compared to only 33% of the M4, 5 samples tested
567(Supplementary Figure 10B).
568Collectively, these results reinforce the power of
569computer-based drug discovery approach using connectivity
570mapping of chemical, genetic and epigenetic perturbations.
571More importantly, we propose that ERG+ 85 positive
572samples identified by our reporter can reliably indicate
573which AML patients can benefit from 4HPR treatment.

574Discussion

575In depth characterization of stemness characteristics that are
576relevant to leukemia pathogenesis and treatment, requires
577tools that can distinguish between subsets of leukemia cells
578that are enriched or depleted for LSCs. Here, we describe
579the use of unbiased bioinformatics approaches and genomic
580reporter engineering, to develop a dual promoter lentivector
581sensitive to changes in hematopoietic stemness-related gene
582regulatory circuits. We also describe the use of this reporter,

Fig. 4 ERG+ 85 reporter activity in normal human hematopoietic
system with erythro-megakaryocytic lineage bias. a Cord blood CD34
+ cells were infected with ERG+ 85 reporter and co-cultured on
OP9M2 stroma cells for two weeks. The transduced cells were then
gated according to their tagBFP intensity (tagBFPHigh, tagBFPLow and
tagBFPNeg) followed by CD34/CD38 analysis for each tagBFP sub-
population. Representative analysis of CD34 and CD38 distribution is
shown. TagBFPHigh fraction (blue gate) is enriched for primitive cells
(CD34+ CD38+phenotype). TagBFPLow fraction (red gate) contains
an intermediate distribution between primitive and differentiated
fraction. The tagBFPNeg cell population (black gate) contains mainly
mature/differentiated cells. b After two weeks of ex vivo-culture, the
progeny of pMIN and pMIN-ERG transduced CD34+ cells were first
gated according to the indicated four subpopulations (CD34+CD38
−CD45RA−, CD34+CD38−CD45RA+, CD34+CD38+CD45RA−
and CD34+CD38+CD45RA+) and then the tagBFP signal for the
same subpopulations was recorded in control (pMIN) and ERG+ 85
infected cultures. Finally, the ratio between the ERG+ 85 and pMIN
tagBFP MFIs was calculated (Relative enrichment) and projected for
each indicated gate. N= 3 independent experiments. c CD34+ cord
blood cells were transduced with ERG+ 85 reporter and sorted 48 h
later into EGFP+ tagBFPHigh and EGFP+ tagBFPLow subsets fol-
lowed by a methylcellulose progenitor assay. Two weeks later, the
colony numbers and their subtype distribution were analyzed by
Welch’s t-test. d ATAC-seq and RNA-seq data were obtained from
Corces et al. [64]. Each series of hematopoietic subtypes extracted
from same normal sample were analyzed and normalized relative to
the HSC subset in each analysis (ERG+ 85 ATAC and Heptad geo-
metric mean). e Schematic representation of CD34+ transduction and
transplantation experiment. f Engraftment analysis (lineage distribu-
tion, EGFP and tagBFP fluorescence) of representative murine reci-
pients injected with pMIN (control) and pMIN-ERG+ 85 reporters. A
distinct shift in the tagBFP signal can be seen only in the ERG+ 85
transduced CD34+ cells. g Summary of the tagBFP MFI analysis in
CD34+ and CD34− human cells extracted from all mice transplanted
with CD34+ cells expressing pMIN (control) or pMIN-ERG+ 85
reporters. Welch’s t-test was used for statistical analysis
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583 to characterize stem-like populations in normal and malig-
584 nant hematopoiesis as well as a novel reporter-based bio-
585 marker strategy for personalized leukemia treatment.

586Enrichment of normal HSC transcripts in a subset of
587leukemic cells with LSC properties reaffirmed the notion
588that LSCs might rely on the same transcriptional circuits as
589their normal counterparts, only with insufficiently
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590 characterized cis-regulatory and trans-regulatory elements
591 [4]. Our metagenomic analysis of chromatin activation
592 marks that are differentially active between HSCs and
593 progenitors provides a strategy to identify elements that are
594 dynamically active in stem-like cells. Moreover, it also
595 allows us to detect connections between genes in the actual
596 “stemness gene network” and their regulation mechanism.
597 Indeed, our H3K27ac annotation strategy revealed a pre-
598 viously characterized stem cell enhancer inside the ERG
599 gene (ERG+ 85), which may be occupied by the heptad of
600 TFs [27, 30]. Additional genes, such as CDK6 and
601 DNMT3B that possess high H3K27ac levels in their pro-
602 moter/enhancer regions control the fate of HSCs with
603 respect to regulation of the cell cycle and differentiation,
604 respectively [56, 57]. Of note, our findings that the ERG
605 regulatory region serves as a super enhancer in human
606 HSCs and in a subset of AMLs, are in agreement with a
607 recent report [32]. Although heptad TFs can occupy
608 enhancers of other hematopoietic regulators including
609 HHEX1, GATA2, LMO2, RUNX1, TAL1, FLI1, and
610 LYL1, we did not observe H3K27Ac enrichment in their
611 regulatory elements in human HSCs, suggesting that in
612 addition to the cis-elements, additional trans-regulatory
613 factors and/or the particular chromatin configuration of
614 ERG+ 85, may be responsible for the high stemness score
615 [26].
616 Cell to cell heterogeneity is being increasingly con-
617 sidered to be a driving force of leukemia evolution and
618 therapy failure [17, 42, 53, 58]. However, identification of
619 the cell state that sustains heterogeneity, and its relationship
620 to the LSCs and associated underlying molecular mechan-
621 isms, remain poorly charcterized [53]. Here, we demon-
622 strate that the use of a chromatin−integrated reporter, which
623 integrates inputs from the stemness involved gene reg-
624 ulatory network is superior to alternative primitive state

625characterization strategies based on transient labeling
626approaches whether related to the cell metabolic state [11],
627dye efflux [13], or a repertoire of various cell surface
628markers [42].
629Leukemia lines maintain a mutation spectrum and gene
630expression profiles that resemble their parent cells and thus
631are widely used for studying disease relevant genes, tran-
632scription factor networks, and signaling pathways [40]. In
633addition, leukemia lines are reliably able to generate leu-
634kemia in immunodeficient recipients, providing evidence
635for the presence of functional LSCs [59]. The ERG+ 85
636reporter we developed provides a framework to model LSC
637origin and behavior as described in this study. Identifying
638the common gene regulatory network that controls LSC
639activity remains a challenge. Although the ERG transcrip-
640tion factor is critical for murine HSCs self-renewal [22] and
641the growth of several human leukemia cell lines [60], we
642detected ERG+ 85-reporter activity in only half of the
643leukemia lines tested, in tight correlation with ERG mRNA
644expression and median expression of the heptad TFs. This
645disparity can be explained by the fact that the level of ERG
646mRNA varies 10000 fold between individual AML [61] and
647T-ALL samples [25]. In certain hematological malignancies
648the ERG gene is even deleted [62] indicating the context-
649specific function of this leukemia-associated gene. The
650correlation of reporter positive and negative lines with LSCs
651of committed vs primitive origin suggests that ERG+ 85
652reporter activity can be used to distinguish between these
653two types of AMLs, which each have a distinct prognosis
654and treatment options [6]. Moreover, the erythroid bias of
655normal CD34+ tagBFPHigh cells described here implicates
656a CMP/MEP progenitor with aberrantly active ERG+ 85
657enhancer as the source of LSCs in AMLs with LSCs of
658committed origin [6]. More importantly, it supports the
659notion that relapse-initiating cells are present at diagnosis
660and are regulated by discernible transcriptional circuits.
661Future research is needed to evaluate the feasibility of using
662the ERG+ 85 reporter to isolate such cells at the time of
663diagnosis. These could then be analyzed in detail with the
664objective of preventing disease recurrence.
665Successful matching between effective drugs and patient-
666specific disease characteristics is limited to a relatively
667small number of genes for which a target-specific inhibitor
668exists (e.g., BCR-ABL and imatinib, PML-RARa and
669ATRA). Our computational approach based on connectivity
670mapping designed to integrate the transcriptional profile
671associated with ERG+ 85 and FDA approved or investi-
672gational drugs could potentially provide a solution. Intri-
673guingly, while the precise mechanism by which 4HPR
674(fenretinide) exerts an anti-neoplastic effect is not yet
675understood, the transcriptome of endothelial cells treated
676with 4HPR was enriched with stemness-associated genes
677[42], further substantiating our in-silico drug discovery and

Fig. 5 Functional validation of ERG+ 85 reporter activity in primary
human AML in vivo and in vitro. a AML sample (AML 8227) was
infected with pMIN-ERG+ 85 reporter and cultured in vitro. tagBFPNeg

fraction is enriched with differentiated blasts (CD34− CD38−). tagBF-
PHigh fraction is enriched with primitive cells (CD34+CD38+/−).
tagBFPLow fraction composed of cells with both mature and primitive
surface phenotypes. b tagBFP MFI analysis in the various AML
8227 subpopulations after transduction with pMIN (control) and pMIN-
ERG+ 85 reporters. Welch’s t-test was used. c) AML 8227 cells
infected with ERG+ 85 reporter were sorted according to the tagBFP
fluorescence levels based on the gates described in Fig. 5a. Each sorted
fraction was cultured separately and viable cell counts were recorded at
the indicated time points. d tagBFP dynamics in ERG+ 85 transduced
and sorted (as described in Fig. 5c) AML8227 subpopulations. e ERG
protein analysis in the indicated fractions of ERG+ 85 transduced and
sorted AML8227 cells. Actin levels and Ponceau-S stained membrane
are shown to indicate comparable protein loading. f AML 8227 was
infected with ERG+ 85 reporter and injected into NSG-M3 recipients.
Mice were sacrificed 16 weeks post-injection and human leukemia
engraftment was analyzed by flow cytometry
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678 validation analysis. A recent report by Eppert and collea-
679 gues provides additional support for the feasibility of using
680 drug-gene interactions to match drugs with highly prog-
681 nostic human AML LSC gene expression signatures [63].

682In summary, we have developed a robust reporter system
683that distinguishes between “stem-like” and “differentiated-
684like” states in normal immature hematopoietic cells and in
685human AML. We foresee that integrating this experimental
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686 tool into established genomics and proteomics approaches
687 will facilitate the molecular dissection of leukemia stemness
688 and advance the development of personalized therapeutic
689 interventions.
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